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"Before we did the dance, we ran out on the
field and did the 'What Time is It' chant. As a
captain, I led that. We got so hyped. Getting a
bunch of guys that have no idea how to dance
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FOUR katie dames

NICHOLAS YOST
"I had a lot of friends doing it, so I thought it
would be fun to try it out. I was chosen to be
the only junior in the front row, so that was
interesting. It was probably just by chance, but I
still thought it was exciting. I was just hoping I
wouldn't mess up."

FIVE

ALEX KASTNER
"While I was running out onto the field, all I
could think was, 'Don't trip. Don't trip,' but
guess what happened right when I got out
there? I tripped. I got back up really quickly
though. I don't think anyone noticed."

eager to take the field, the Golden Guys prepare for their
halftime performance at the powderpuff game, Oct. 1. "When
we were practicing the cheers at practice everyone would try
to get really enthusiastic about it," Christian Henry said. "There
were a lot of people watching so I didn't want to screw up and
embarrass myself, but I'm very glad I did it." ONE across
enemy lines, Katherine Daniels dodges the senior defense in
attempt to score a touchdown. “For me it was hard because I
learned how to throw a football that week,” Daniels said. “I had
never played football before, but it was easy to pick up." TWO
underdogs taking the lead, Kirstie Ruprecht sprints down the
field towards a touchdown for her junior team. “It was difficult
to remember the plays," Ruprecht said. "It was nerve-wracking
with everyone watching you, but you know you had your team
behind you, so it was great." THREE a spark of spirit, Connor
Dolan raises the energy by chanting along with fellow Golden
Guys. “I was a little nervous because I was out in front of all
those people, but I was still having a good time with everyone,"
Dolan said. "As long as you paid attention during the dance and
chants you could just focus on having fun." FOUR a
celebration brewing, Elizabeth McNair struts to the sidelines
after a touchdown. “We were down a lot in the beginning and
this is when we had caught back up,” McNair said. “We had
been head to head the whole time, then we got to the second
half and we just soared ahead and won the game.” FIVE
dashing past the defense, Olivia Osterhage clutches the ball as
she heads towards the end zone. "There was a lot of practice--a
lot more than junior year," Osterhage said. "Since we are
seniors, we had to win. I got to score some touchdowns. That
was awesome.”
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